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Summary

That arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) fungi covary with plant communities is clear, and many papers report nonrandom associations between symbiotic partners. However, these studies do not test the causal relationship, or ‘codependency’, whereby the composition of one guild affects the composition of the other. Here we outline underlying requirements for codependency, compare important drivers for both plant and AM fungal communities, and assess how host preference – a prerequisite for codependency – changes across spatiotemporal scales and taxonomic resolution for both plants and AM fungi. We find few examples in the literature designed to test for codependency and those that do have been conducted within plots or mesocosms. Also, while plants and AM fungi respond similarly to coarse environmental filters, most variation remains unexplained, with host identity explaining less than 30% of the variation in AM fungal communities. These results combined question the likelihood of predictable co-occurrence, and therefore evolution of codependency, between plant and AM fungal taxa across locations. We argue that codependency is most likely to occur in homogeneous environments where specific plant–AM fungal pairings have functional consequences for the symbiosis. We end by outlining critical aspects to consider moving forward.
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I. What is codependency and why should we care?

Understanding the assembly rules of communities is the foundation of ecological inquiry (Weiher & Keddy, 2001). Despite centuries of probing, our knowledge of assembly rules for most communities and most systems remains at an embryonic stage, or piecemeal, with vast amounts of variation unaccounted for. This is especially true for mutualistic guilds whose community assembly is complicated by not only assembly rules and processes acting on each partner separately, but also on the mutualism itself (Belyea & Lancaster, 1999).

Arbuscular mycorrhizal (AM) fungi form a well-studied microbial mutualism with most plants, due largely to their prevalence in most terrestrial ecosystems (Kivlin et al., 2011; Davison et al., 2015), their effects on plant performance (Hoeksema et al., 2010) and the assumption that they can drive plant community diversity. Speculation on the reciprocal effects of AM fungi and plants on the community assembly of the mutualism itself has driven research over several decades (e.g. van der Heijden et al., 1998; Hart et al., 2001; Johnson, 2004; Hausmann & Hawkes, 2009; Klibi et al., 2010; Maherali & Klironomos, 2012; Van Geel et al., 2018; Neuenkamp et al., 2018). To understand assembly rules for any given plant community, it is critical to know ‘who is there and why’, including both plants and their AM fungal symbionts. However, despite advances in our ability to monitor AM fungal communities and increasing global coverage, the answer as to what extent AM fungal and plant community identities are codependent (i.e., causally determine each other) remains ambiguous (Zobel & Opik, 2014).

Almost two decades ago, the ‘driver’ and ‘passenger’ hypotheses proposed that interactions among AM partners may drive their respective community composition (Hart et al., 2001). Recognizing the importance of environmental filtering and dispersal limitation on both partners, two additional hypotheses were put forward. The ‘habitat hypothesis’ states that the composition of both plant and AM fungal communities is a function of environmental filtering, and the null ‘independence hypothesis’ states that the communities are uncoupled (Zobel & Opik, 2014). Twenty years on, we have little empirical evidence to answer whether, and to what extent, any of these hypotheses apply to plant–AM fungal communities (Hempel, 2018). It is not even clear how codependency manifests within the mutualism: abundance, taxonomic richness or composition. All three metrics have been implicated in codependency, yet may not equally represent a causal relationship among partners.

1. Abundance

As obligate biotrophs, AM fungi cannot persist without compatible hosts. Thus, codependency of plant and AM fungal abundance is expected. Covariation (i.e. noncausal relationships between partner abundance) has been shown when plants and fungi colonize new land (Janos, 1980), when invaders of varying host quality replace native plants (Stinson et al., 2006; Lekberg et al., 2013), and when fungicides reduce AM fungal abundance and shift plant communities from more to less AM-dependent hosts (Hartnett & Wilson, 1999). Likewise, Klironomos et al. (2011) estimated that mycorrhizal abundance was similar to competition and herbivory in influencing plant communities and explained between 0 and 57% of the variation in plant composition. Indeed, large-scale distributions of plants are linked to mycorrhizal status, highlighting that the ability to form mycorrhizas may be an important aspect of plant distribution (Hempel et al., 2013). However, both plant and fungal abundance may respond to underlying environmental variation (Steidinger et al., 2019) and thus covary via indirect environmental filtering, without being causally related. Nevertheless, it is clear that covariation, in terms of AM fungal abundance and plant-host quality, occurs and may be functionally important.

2. Taxonomic richness

Noncausal covariation among AM partner taxon richness has been shown in some (Landis et al., 2004; König et al., 2010; Hiiesalu et al., 2014) but not all studies (Johnson et al., 2010; Antoninka et al., 2011; Lekberg et al., 2013; Chaudhary et al., 2018; Toussaint et al., 2020). One may predict that more plant species provide more niches for AM fungi, or vice versa, but carbon availability, fungal competition and priority effects may have an equally strong or even stronger effect on AM fungal species richness than on plant species richness (Waldrop et al., 2006; Antoninka et al., 2011; Werner & Kiers, 2015). If true, it makes the relationship between plant and fungal species richness hard to predict. Both plant and AM fungal species richness may respond to environmental variation (Tedersoo et al., 2014), obscuring underlying biotically driven covariation. Finally, differences in the magnitude of dispersal limitation of plants (high; Ottaviani et al., 2020) and AM fungi (low; Davison et al., 2018; Kivlin, 2020) coupled with variation in evolution and extinction rates may further preclude covarying plant–AM fungal species richness across habitats.

3. Composition

While variation in terms of abundance and species richness of partners is important, it fails to address ‘who’s there and why?’. For the purpose of this review we restrict our discussion to community compositional changes and define AM fungal–plant community codependency as the species compositional effect of each guild on one another. Furthermore, we pose that, to detect codependency, there must be a quantitative comparison between plant and fungal communities, including experimentation by varying community composition of either guild with the objective of determining the compositional effect on the other. Without this critical qualifier, it is impossible to distinguish between causal effects (codependency) from other, indirect drivers of covariation.

Understanding AM codependency is important not only to understand assembly rules in communities. Knowing whether, where and when codependency occurs is useful for managing plant performance and fitness ranging from systems spanning cropping operations to ecosystem rehabilitation (van der Heijden & Scheublin, 2007). Likewise, it may be useful for managing AM...
fungal communities for improved soil health, multitrophic interactions and feedbacks (Antunes & Koyama, 2017). Indeed, AM fungal bioinoculants are increasingly being used in managed landscapes despite the lack of clear evidence to justify their use (Hart et al., 2017). Finally, with the development of ever more sophisticated molecular techniques, the number of publications documenting potential differences in AM fungal community composition among host species is increasing. It is fair to ask when and where this sequencing effort is justified, or if resources should be invested elsewhere. In this review, we describe the criteria required to show codependency in nature and look to the literature for both direct and indirect evidence for codependency. Finally, we provide suggestions for future research efforts.

II. Should we expect codependency among AM communities?

There are several reasons to expect codependency among AM fungal and plant communities:

(1) Traits differ among plant as well as AM fungal species (Hart & Reader, 2002), which could result in some degree of species sorting based on complementarity that has functional consequences for the symbiosis.

(2) Plants and AM fungi may respond to similar environmental filters and may therefore predictably co-occur (Zobel & Opik, 2014).

(3) Plants and AM fungi can identify and selectively reward better mutualists (Lekberg et al., 2010; Hammer et al., 2011; Kiers et al., 2011; but see Bever et al., 2009).

(4) Plants and AM fungi have been in association since plants colonized land more than 400 million years ago, allowing time for selection of beneficial combinations (Lutzoni et al., 2018).

(5) Codependency is common in other mutualistic guilds between plants and soil microbes, which require some degree of host preference (Lerouge et al., 1990; Bruns & Taylor, 2002).

Notwithstanding the above, there are reasons why codependency may be counterintuitive:

(1) AM fungi are globally distributed (Davison et al., 2015; but see Bruns & Taylor, 2016) and most AM fungi do not appear to suffer dispersal limitations (Correia et al., 2019; Kivlin, 2020). If every fungus has the opportunity to occur in every habitat, regardless of plant community identity, specific associations may be less common.

(2) The Glomeromycota have significantly fewer taxa than their hosts (<1000 AMF species vs 391 000 plant species) making it improbable that plants develop strict specificity with fungal partners.

(3) AM fungi are obligate biotrophs. Lack of selectivity for hosts and therefore available carbon sources may be selected for, which would reduce or even eliminate codependency (Fitter, 2005).

(4) Abiotic factors may be a stronger driver for AM fungal communities than host identity (Schräpe et al., 2017) and the factors that drive fungal and plant communities may be very different (Fitzimmons et al., 2008; Lekberg et al., 2011; Liu et al., 2015, Krüger et al., 2017), resulting in no predictable overlap.

(5) The association between plants and AM fungi is dynamic where partners may experience seasonal (Escudero & Mendoza, 2005; Lara-Pérez et al., 2020) or developmental variations (Husband et al., 2002; Hart et al., 2013).

(6) Finally, the role of stochasticity in determining AM fungal communities is an emerging field of study, and we have as yet a poor understanding of its relative importance (see Fig. 5).

While there are theoretical reasons to both expect and reject codependency, study after study shows some degree of nonrandom association among plant species and AM fungal communities (Eom et al., 2000; Husband et al., 2002; Helgason et al., 2007; Opik et al., 2009; Martínez-García & Pugnaire, 2011; Davison et al., 2012; Torrecillas et al., 2012; Hazard et al., 2013; García de León et al., 2016; Sepp et al., 2019). However, this alone is not evidence for codependency as taxa may simply co-occur because they respond to similar environmental filters without any co-dependent functional consequences between symbionts.

III. Requirements for codependency

We created a decision tree outlining important assumptions that are required for codependency at the regional level (Fig. 1). In our model, if plant and AM fungal associations are completely stochastic, codependency is not possible. Likewise, if the symbiotic partners respond to different environmental filters, codependency is impossible because they have no opportunity to predictably co-occur.

If plant and AM fungal compositional associations are not completely stochastic (i.e. involve deterministic processes), then nonrandom associations may result from shared environmental filters (see Fig. 2; Supporting Information Table S2). If observed nonrandom effects result exclusively from shared environmental filters (i.e. the ‘Habitat Hypothesis’ outlined by Zobel & Opik, 2014), this is merely co-occurrence because variation is not driven by an interaction among partners.

In our vernacular, codependency is possible only if the partners both pass environmental filters and their community composition is dependent on the other’s. In practice, this can only be shown through experimental manipulation – by holding AM fungal community constant and varying plant community or vice versa, sensu Zobel & Opik (2014). Simply correlating AM fungal communities and plant communities does not remove the possibility that both partners are responding to an underlying filter. The ultimate test for codependency would be akin to Koch’s postulates: ‘if components of one community are removed, do we observe changes in the other community? And upon reinstatement of the removed community members, does the other community return to its original state?’

Implicit in our discussion is that for codependency to be possible, partners must ‘select’ for each other predictably based on specific needs. Underlying this idea is the rather large assumption that variation in fungal and plant traits has consequences for the symbiosis, and, consequently, plant and fungal community assembly (see Box 1).
IV. When and where has codependency been observed?

We surveyed the literature to test for evidence of codependency (see Supplementary Material, Table S1). From an initial list of 397 papers, 158 looked at covariation among AM partners to varying extents. Most papers (84) assessed shifts in AM fungal communities across vegetation types that differed as a result of either succession or environmental gradients. Other papers (64) showed co-occurrence by characterizing the plant community in relationship to the AM fungal community. Only 10 papers qualified as evidence for true 'codependency'; that is, a quantitative comparison between plant and fungal communities, including experimentation by varying community composition of either guild with the objective of determining the compositional effect on the other. Of these, nine showed evidence for codependency. Most of these studied AM fungal community as a dependent factor — effectively testing for the 'passenger' hypothesis. A few studies manipulated AM fungal diversity alone (Stampe & Daehler, 2003; Koziol & Bever, 2017), or both plant and fungal communities (Wagg et al., 2015; Koziol & Bever, 2019). Regardless of which guild was manipulated, plants and AM fungal communities were codependent. The only study that failed to show codependency (Urcelay et al., 2009) removed plant functional groups from a shrubland but found no effect on AM fungal community composition. However, in this case, AM fungal communities were assessed via the soil spore bank, which does not always reflect contemporary AM fungal communities accurately (Hempel et al., 2007).

The few studies that exist indicate that codependency can occur, but more studies are needed to substantiate these findings. Furthermore, all of the studies that quantified codependency were conducted in single locations or in controlled mesocosm experiments, which prompts the question of whether codependency can also occur across spatio-temporal scales?

V. Is codependency scale- and resolution-dependent?

Presumably, studies (our own included) that ask whether AM fungal communities differ among host plant species are conducted because we believe that nonrandom distributions of AM fungi...
among hosts are important; yet few studies proceed to test this importance. Although there is preliminary evidence for codependency among plants and AM fungal species at the local scale, we may be missing the full extent of codependency among partners by failing to consider the various levels at which codependency occurs. Although a few studies have tested for true codependency, studies assessing host preference may provide insight into the likelihood of finding codependency, as nonrandom associations between AM fungal communities and plant species are a prerequisite for codependency. To understand if the likelihood of codependency depends on spatial scale and taxonomic resolution, we asked: Does the relative importance of host identity for structuring AM fungal communities change across scales and when using different taxonomic resolution for plants and AM fungi?

1. Spatial scale

Drivers of community assembly for both plants (Girdler & Connor Barrie, 2008; Legendre et al., 2009) and AM fungi (Fitzsimons et al., 2008) depend on the scale of inquiry. Our ability to detect codependency may therefore be scale-dependent, reflecting both dispersal ability of partners across spatial scales as well as their response to environmental gradients (Figs 2, 3). To quantify the importance of spatial scale, we extracted information from published papers in which the influence of the host for structuring AM fungal communities had been quantified using variance partitioning (Table S2). We considered three levels of scale: Plot (samples came from one field or forest plot); Local (multiple plots within one area (<30 km)); and Regional (hundreds to thousands of kilometers). We did not include Global because the two studies that have done this (Kivlin et al., 2011; Davison et al., 2015) did not specifically test for plant species or communities, but involved coarser scales of host signal (biomes and shared plant phylogenetic history respectively). We identified 20 papers that fit our criteria (Table S2). Host identity explained on average < 20% of the total variation (including host variation shared with spatial and environmental variation) in AM fungal communities (Fig. 3). The amount of variation explained by host did not differ across scales, suggesting that host effects are independent of spatial scale. While this might seem counterintuitive, because large scales are often associated with high turnover in plant species, small areas can also be environmentally heterogeneous (e.g. Dumbrell et al., 2010) and those environmental filters may outweigh the effect of host identity.

2. Taxonomic resolution

Codependency may be masked by the resolution used to identify interacting plants and AM fungi. The species concept for AM fungi has been challenged (Bruns & Taylor, 2016) and it is increasingly recognized that morphological and functional variation can sometimes be greater within than among AM fungal species (Mulkvold et al., 2004; Koch et al., 2006, 2017). Conversely, studies have shown that plant and fungal responses to each other and environmental factors can occur at coarser levels, including functional groups (Li & Shipley, 2018), life history strategies (Opik et al., 2009) and plant family (Yang et al., 2017). Recently, AM fungi were shown to differ consistently among plants belonging to different functional groups and life history strategies (Davison et al., 2020). Codependency may be more widespread if the
Box 1  Do AM partners select each other?

If codependency among AM fungi and hosts requires partner selection, then these conditions are necessary:
(1) AM fungi are multifunctional
(2) Fungal traits are not conserved in all taxa
(3) Fungal traits have consequences for the symbiosis
(4) Plants can discriminate among AM fungi and preferentially associate with fungi whose traits are compatible with their requirements (i.e. nutrient uptake vs pathogen protection). OR
(5) Fungi can discriminate among hosts and preferentially associate with plants whose traits are most compatible (i.e. seasonality, carbon levels).

There is evidence for some, but not all, of these assumptions. It is clear that AM fungal taxa differ significantly in traits associated with fungal growth (Hart & Reader, 2002; Koch et al., 2017). However, evidence for specific traits conferring functional attributes to the symbiosis is weak (Aguilera-Trigueros et al., 2015). For instance, there is some evidence that fungi with high levels of sporulation may suppress host growth (Kokkoris & Hart, 2019), and evidence for differential nutrient foraging habits among AM fungi (Smith et al., 2000; Jansa et al., 2008). Maherali & Klironomos (2007) and Sikes et al. (2009) showed a phylogenetic signal for the ability of AM fungi to confer disease resistance vs nutrient uptake, but such studies are limited in the breadth of taxa they have examined.

Trait differentiation is only relevant for codependency if partners have the ability both to discriminate and to choose among partners. Despite indications that selection can occur in simple systems (Kiers et al., 2011), there is no evidence that it occurs in complex root communities which are the norm in natural systems (Bever et al., 2009). Whether it is the fungus ‘choosing’ a host or hosts based on carbon allocation or the host ‘choosing’ fungal partners based on fungal functions (‘driver’ or ‘passenger’ hypothesis sensu Hart et al., 2001) is secondary to our discussion. What matters for codependency is that there is selection on either part. Unless a mechanism for discrimination exists, codependency based on our definition is not possible.

To determine if the relative importance of host identity on AM fungal communities depends on the phylogenetic resolution of both partners, we used GenBank AM fungal accessions collected up to 13 January 2020 and associated metadata on host species, environmental conditions and location (see Methods S1, Table S3). We restricted our analyses to host species that occurred in at least two locations, which resulted in a total of 124 plant species, 134 genera and 55 families. We partitioned the proportion of the total variance due to environment (based on climate variables from WORLDCLIM v.2.0), space and host identity using the varpart function in VEGAN v.2.5-6 (Oksanen et al., 2020) in R v.3.6.3 (R Core Team, 2020; see Supporting Information). We then analyzed all pairwise combinations of AM fungal virtual taxa (VT), genus and family by plant species, genus and family. For more detail, see the Supporting Information.

We found that host identity explained the greatest proportion of variation in AM fungal communities at the plant species × VT level (Fig. 4) and declined at coarser taxonomic scales. However, the decline when moving from species to genera to family was much greater for plants than for AM fungi (Fig. 4). These effects were robust even when the overall dataset was down-sampled to account for unequal sampling effort among plant species/genera/families. This makes sense if symbiotic traits are more conserved in AM fungi compared to plants, which seems to be the case (Hart & Reader, 2002; Powell et al., 2009; Salguero-Gomez et al., 2016). Our results agree with Sepp et al. (2019) who found that plant species explained substantially more variation in fungal community composition than functional group or mycorrhizal status.

So, does the relative importance of host identity for structuring AM fungal communities change across scales and when using different taxonomic resolution for plants and AM fungi? Overall, spatial scale may be a poor proxy for estimating the likelihood of seeing host effects on AM fungal communities – and thus the
possibility of codependency – because host effects appear to be independent of spatial scale. This may be because environmental gradients may not correlate with spatial scale: strong gradients can be present at small spatial scale (e.g. Dumbrell et al., 2010) and large scales can be environmentally homogeneous. Thus, the potential for codependency should be evaluated based on the importance of host ID relative to other potential drivers of both plants and AM fungal communities.

Codependency may be most likely to occur in homogeneous, stable environments (irrespective of spatial scale) where plants and AM fungi have co-occurred for a long time. Furthermore, for codependency to occur, the specific plant–AM fungal pairing must have consequences for the symbiosis, and this in turn is most likely if co-occurring plants as well as AM fungi differ in traits. Based on differences in resolution and traits, this may be predictable based on the species or possibly genera richness of plants and family richness of AM fungi.

VI. Unexplained variation: if not codependency then what?

Ultimately, understanding the role of codependency in AM community assembly must include an understanding of deterministic plus stochastic processes. As is true for most communities, AM fungal communities result from stochastic and deterministic processes (Dumbrell et al., 2010; Lekberg et al., 2012). Most research of the factors acting on AM communities, however, concerns deterministic factors. For example, both AM fungal and plant communities are filtered by abiotic conditions such as soil chemistry and climate (Fig. 2; Table S2). Species interactions, including ‘host preference’, are also deterministic factors. However, after accounting for deterministic processes, more than half of the variation among plant and AM fungal communities remains unexplained (Fig. 2).

Stochastic processes may therefore account for most of the variation for both plant and fungal taxa. In addition, these processes may act differently on AM partners, contributing to more unexplained variation on the symbiosis. For example, ecological drift (changes due to birth and death) (Bencherif et al., 2016) and priority effects are stochastic processes that may equally affect plants and AM fungi (Körner et al., 2008; Mummey et al., 2009; Werner & Kiers, 2014). Dispersal limitations, however, may be more important for plant community assembly (Chase & Myers, 2011), because AM fungi can disperse more efficiently than plants (Garcia de León et al., 2016).

If codependency is a product of biotic/abiotic selection, then communities dominated by stochastic processes are less likely to exhibit codependency. If we can predict which systems are more likely to be determined by stochastic processes, we can similarly predict where codependency may be more likely. One clue may be stress. In general, more stressful conditions should impose stronger environmental filters on the species pool, leaving fewer taxa to interact. Li & Shipley (2018) observed that with increased stress and/or disturbance, plant communities were progressively driven by deterministic rather than by stochastic processes. A similar trend has been observed for AM fungal communities (Shi et al., 2014). Thus, we may predict stressful environments will exhibit increased codependency as the contribution of stochastic processes decreases (Fig. 5).

VII. Recommendations for future studies

Understanding where and when codependency occurs is currently inhibited by our inability to extract necessary information from existing studies. Changes to experimental approaches and reporting may allow for better comparisons across future studies. We outline the most important ones below:

- Design experiments to test for codependency, not just nonrandom associations: to identify codependency in natural communities, we need first to characterize the plant and fungal communities as well as edaphic properties and relate the three. We must then modify either the plant or the AM fungal community and assess
responses that are independent of environmental shifts. Preferably studies should be designed so we can elucidate the relative importance of taxonomic resolution and scale.

- Relate codependency to both plant and fungal traits wherever possible: this will allow us to detect patterns between particular pairings of plants and fungi, which could allow for predictions and an understanding of underlying mechanisms.
- Quantify and report variation due to factors in addition to $P$-values: given the increased power associated with new sequencing techniques, we are likely to see significant differences among plant and fungal communities, but effect size is as, or perhaps more, important for understanding codependency.
- Statistical analyses are increasingly sophisticated, and choice of analysis may affect results. To avoid any confusion, always provide the raw data, including archived DNA sequences, as well scripts of analyses so that analyses can be repeated.

VIII. Conclusion

The evidence for nonrandom associations between AM fungal and plant communities is undeniable. That they change together is not the question; how and why they change remains to be answered. Despite abundant reports of ‘host preference’ we cannot yet say that plants and/or fungi are self-selecting, that is that there is codependency in nature.

In addition to determining how and why (and possibly where and when), perhaps the bigger question is does codependency matter? Given the large proportion of stochasticity observed within both plant and AM fungal communities and relatively weak apparent role of host identity in shaping AM fungal communities, does it make sense to keep looking for codependency? To answer this question, we need to move beyond sequencing roots of plant species to look at nonrandom distributions of AM fungal communities. It will require rigorous manipulations and characterizations of fungal and plant communities as well as environmental context as these three tenets are essential for understanding codependency. It also necessitates estimates of what proportion of variance codependency explains rather than simply reporting statistical significance. That is, the fact that host identity significantly affects AM fungal composition is less relevant if it explains little variation.

Ultimately what may matter is that plant and fungal communities need each other irrespective of ‘who is there’. We may be interested in what drives AM fungal communities, but if the main goal is to relate this to the distribution, abundance and composition of plant communities, perhaps compositional variation in AM fungal communities represents a kind of ‘fine tuning’ and we are better off focusing on factors that structure their abundance? Whether it is the AM fungi (driver hypothesis) or the host communities (passenger hypothesis) controlling the dynamic may be less important than originally supposed. Plants and AM fungi probably change each other, although the details about how much and when remain to be seen. As for whether it matters for ecosystems is up for debate.
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Haxeltine A,在全球范围内的研究中, arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMFs) plays a crucial role in plant-microbial interactions. AMFs are known to contribute to plant nutrient acquisition, plant defenses, and plant community assembly. However, the factors that influence AMF community structure and function are complex and not well understood. This review aims to summarize the current understanding of the factors influencing arbuscular mycorrhizal fungal diversity and function in different ecosystems.
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